
Localization Framework
Monte-Carlo Localization [2] estimate robot pose 𝑿𝑡

𝑅 ∈ 𝑆𝐸(3) at time instant 𝑡 as weighted-average of 𝑁𝑝 particles, with 𝑤𝑡
𝑘

weights and poses 𝑿𝑡
𝑘 ∈ 𝑆𝐸(3).

1. Initialize: equal weights 𝑤0
𝑘 = 1/Np, and Gaussian randomly distributed poses 𝑿0

𝑘 around an initial guess.

2. Pose prediction: 𝑿𝑡
𝑘 = 𝑿𝑡−1

𝑘 𝒖𝑡𝝐𝑡
𝑘, with 𝒖𝑡 increment odometer and, 𝝐𝑡

𝑘 Gaussian noise.

3. Pose correction: 𝑤𝑡
𝑘 = 𝑓 𝑿𝑡

𝑘 , 𝑷𝑡 ,𝑴 , with 𝑷𝑡 lidar scan, 𝑴 reference map and, 𝑓(⋅) scan to map matching function.

4. Re-sample: the particles are re-sampled with probability proportional to 𝑤𝑡
𝑘, thereby retaining particle poses with a 

better match to the map.

1. Lidar Scan Filtering
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∈ ℜ3) and, 𝑑1,

𝑑2 and 𝑑3 are tuning scalars. Map 𝑴 = 𝝁, 𝚺 𝑗=1
𝑁𝑚 ,

with 𝑁𝑚 3D grid cells containing respective NDT

parameters, mean (𝝁 ∈ ℜ3) and co-variance (𝚺 ∈

ℜ3×3) of the point cloud data within the cell.

Efficient point to map matching leads to

competent weight distribution even with

minimal number of

airplane points.

2. Efficient Scan to Map matching
Aim
● To obtain 3D position and orientation of a

mobile robot in airplane coordinate frame

● To support autonomous navigation of a

robot for automated inspection and

maintenance of an airplane

● While airplane surrounding is engaged

with different obstacles such as staircase

Airplane-Centric Robust and Accurate 3D Localization for Robotic Inspection and Maintenance

• Figure to the right – Top-down view of robot localization around the airplane in two different tracks: (a) inner loop -

closer and (b) outer loop - farther to the airplane.

• The robot takes a clock-wise loop around the airplane, after starting at 𝑥, 𝑦 = (15, −3) and 𝑥, 𝑦 = (20, 0) in the

inner and outer loops, respectively.

• The grey boxes represent the big objects in the vicinity and thus, hindering the lidar view of the airplane.

• Results show that the proposed ACF approach has significant localization

robustness improvement over UNI one (irrespective of OCC and P2D models), since ACF-

OCC/P2D never drifts away from the reference points, unlike UNI-OCC/P2D.

• Absolute mean and maximum of localization error (m) at reference waypoints for Inner and Outer Loops are tabulated

below. Here, two main observations are described below.

Experiment results (ablation study)

Localization

approach

Inner loop Outer loop

1. ACF approach significantly improves robot localization performance. For instance, for both inner and outer loops, the

maximum errors are generally reduced to below 1m in ACF-OCC/P2D results.

2.ACF-P2D has shown a decent improvement in

localization accuracy over ACF-OCC, thanks to P2D efficient usage of limited airplane points.

Challenges
● A lot of lidar points from obstacles around the

airplane – need an efficient approach for

filtering the obstacle points

● Very few lidar points on the airplane – need an

advanced matching approach for increasing

the localization accuracy with minimum lidar

points on the airplane

Very few lidar points represent airplane, so other object points can have incorrect matching with map 𝑴. So, we extract

potential airplane points assuming the robot view of the airplane is very similar between consecutive lidar scans [3].

1. Extract previous airplane points 𝑷𝑡−1 from previous lidar scan 𝑷𝑡−1 that matches well with map 𝑴, since previous robot

pose 𝑿𝑡−1
𝑅 is available and 𝑴 only contains airplane.

2. Extract potential airplane points 𝑷𝑡 from current lidar scan 𝑷𝑡 that matches well with 𝑷𝑡−1 transformed through robot

odometer 𝒖𝑡.

Extraction process is fast since it leverages 𝑿𝒕−𝟏
𝑹 .

In this Airplane-

Centric Filtering

(ACF), only very

few lidar scan

points may

represent the

airplane, as seen

in the example

images here.
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Conventional localization –
Robot position/orientation available only in external 
environment frame (by using environment map). But airplane 
position/orientation might change within the environment [1].

x

y

Proposed localization –
Robot position/orientation available directly in 

airplane frame, with airplane map.

• Weights are computed as Point-To-Distribution (P2D) [4] matching as follows

Abstract
In this paper, we propose a novel airplane centric localization approach for robust and accurate robot 3D localization with

respect to an airplane. For maintaining the coordinate reference on the airplane while its parking pose may be changed at

every inspection/maintenance instance, we maintain only the airplane as the reference point cloud map, while excluding all

information of its surrounding. Here, to prevent the chances of lidar scan points from objects near the real airplane to have

an incorrect match with the reference airplane map, we implement a novel online filtering approach. This filter leverages on

the previous robot pose estimate in map coordinate frame and the robot motion dynamics to perform a fast and efficient

extraction of potential airplane points from the latest lidar scan. This approach also helps remove the necessity of learning

specific airplane characteristics and thus, increases the easy application scope to different airplane models. Lastly, an

enhanced map matching approach helps compensate for the lower amount of extracted/available sensor data by leveraging

on high map density. The proposed localization approach is tested extensively in physical experiments and, the results

confirm significant improvement in localization robustness and accuracy, compared to other state-of-the-art technologies.
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